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Privacy-Preserving Constrained Quadratic
Optimization with Fisher Information

Farhad Farokhi

Abstract—Noisy (stochastic) gradient descent is used to develop
privacy-preserving algorithms for solving constrained quadratic
optimization problems. The variance of the error of an adver-
sary’s estimate of the parameters of the quadratic cost function
based on iterates of the algorithm is related to the Fisher
information of the noise using the Cramér-Rao bound. This
motivates using the Fisher information as a measure of privacy.
Noting that the performance degradation in noisy gradient
descent is proportional to the variance of the noise, a measure
of utility is defined to be equal to the variance of the noise.
Trade-off between privacy and utility is balanced by minimizing
the Fisher information subject to a constraint on the variance of
the noise. The optimal privacy-preserving noise is proved to be
Gaussian, which implies that the developed privacy-preserving
optimization algorithm also guarantees differential privacy.

Index Terms—Optimization algorithm; Constrained optimiza-
tion; Quadratic cost; Noisy gradient descent; Fisher information;
Privacy-preserving optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy has been increasingly under threat in the era of big
data [1], [2]. This motivates development of methods for pre-
serving privacy of individuals. GDPR1 has undoubtedly further
fuelled privacy research by industry so that corporations can
recruit and maintain a larger set of customers willing to share
their private data under proper guarantees.

An important area for privacy preservation is numerical
optimization. The iterates of optimization algorithms, at the
heart of machine learning and artificial intelligence, and their
final solutions can leak significant amount of information
about cost functions and the constraints of the problem often
stemming from personal data or sensitive information [3]–[5].

A natural candidate for alleviating these privacy concerns is
differential privacy [6]. Differential privacy, originally defined
in the context of performing privacy-preserving analytic on
databases, ensures that the output of a query on a dataset is
systematically corrupted, for instance by an additive noise, so
that its statistics do not significantly change by changing the
private data of one individual. This makes reverse engineering
the private dataset difficult [7]. Differential privacy is regularly
used to ensure privacy in optimization [8]–[11] and machine
learning [12]–[16]. These methods rely on the use of indepen-
dently and identically distributed privacy-preserving additive
noise at each iteration of the optimization/learning algorithm
to ensure differential privacy. However, differential privacy can
result in low utility [17]–[19] and is susceptible to adversarial
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attacks [20]. Further, there is no systematic way for setting the
so-called privacy parameter, which can render it ineffective in
practice [21], [22].

Another approach for privacy is to use metrics from infor-
mation or estimation theory to measure private information
leakage when responding to queries on private datasets [23]–
[25]. These studies date back to wiretap channels [26] and their
extensions [27]. Information-theoretic measures of privacy
rely on mutual information for measuring private information
leakage and cast the privacy problem as a generalized rate-
distortion problem [23], [28]. Although possessing physical in-
terpretations for privacy and offering strong guarantees, using
mutual information as a measure of privacy forces the private
dataset to be statistically distributed with known distributions,
which makes the framework susceptible to adoption of wrong
distribution for analysis and design. Hence, Fisher information
has been suggested to be used for privacy [29]–[31]. Although
successful in treating static database queries [30], control
problems [32], smart meter privacy [29], Fisher information
privacy have not been used for developing privacy-preserving
optimization algorithms. This is the topic of this paper.

Motivated by these observations, in this paper, we focus on
developing privacy-preserving optimization algorithms using
Fisher information as a measure of privacy. We particularly
develop privacy-preserving algorithms for solving constrained
quadratic optimization problems based on noisy gradient de-
scent algorithm. The choice of quadratic programs is relevant
as trust-region optimization can be used to solve a larger
class of optimization problems using a sequence of constrained
quadratic programs recursively [33, Chapter 4]. Quadratic cost
functions are also prevalent in conventional machine learning
problems, such as regression [34]. Our focus on gradient
descent algorithm is also motivated by favourable results
on first-order methods for solving very large optimization
problems [35]. We use the Cramér-Rao bound (see, e.g., [36])
to relate the performance of an adversary’s estimate of the
parameters of the cost function (in the sense of the variance of
the estimation error) to the Fisher information of the noise in
the noisy gradient descent algorithm. Therefore, we can use the
Fisher information as a measure of privacy. The degradation
caused in the performance of the noisy gradient descent algo-
rithm is proportional to the variance of the noise. Therefore,
we can use the variance of the noise as a measure of utility. We
cast the problem of balancing between privacy and utility as
an optimization problem minimizing the Fisher information
of the noise subject to a constraint on the variance of the
noise. We show that the optimal privacy-preserving noise
is indeed Gaussian. This implies that the privacy-preserving
noisy gradient descent algorithm in this paper also guarantees
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differential privacy due to results on Gaussian mechanisms;
see, e.g., [37]. We finally demonstrate the results for training
linear regression models.

II. PRIVACY-PRESERVING QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATION

We start by an unconstrained quadratic optimization prob-
lem in the from of

min
x∈Rn

{
f(x) =

1

2
x>Qx+ q>x

}
, (1)

where Q is a symmetric semi-positive definite matrix. We
will add constraints to this optimization problem later. As
stated earlier, focusing on quadratic programs is relevant due
to prevalence of quadratic optimization problems in machine
learning [34] and trust-region methods [33]. In addition, the
quadratic utility functions are widely used in signal processing,
e.g., weighted least squares, and machine learning, e.g. support
vector machines. We can solve this optimization problem by
gradient descent according to

x[k + 1] = x[k]− αk∇f(x[k])
= x[k]− αk(Qx[k] + q), (2)

where αk > 0 is an appropriately selected step size to ensure
convergence to the optimal solution (see Proposition 2 for
more information). We assume that the adversary can access
the iterates x[k] of (2). This is a common assumption in
privacy-preserving optimization literature [8]–[16]. Instead of
following the updates in (2) that can potentially leak informa-
tion about the private parameters of the cost function [3], we
follow the perturbed (noisy) update rule in

x[k + 1] = x[k]− αk(∇f(x[k]) + w[k]), (3)

where w[k] ∈ Rn, ∀k, are independently and identically
distributed random variables according to the probability den-
sity function γ with support set Rn. The framework can
be extended to admit quadratic optimisation problems with
constraints as in

min
x∈C

{
f(x) =

1

2
x>Qx+ q>x

}
, (4)

where C ⊆ Rn is a convex set. To solve this problem in a
privacy-preserving manner, we propose the use of projected
gradient descent algorithm in

x[k + 1] = PC [x[k]− αk(∇f(x[k]) + w[k])] , (5)

where PC [x] := arg minx′∈C ‖x−x′‖2 denotes projection into
C. In what follows, we use the notation x[0 : T ] to denote the
sequence (x[0], . . . , x[T ]). Furthermore, I denotes the identity
matrix of an appropriate size. For any matrix A, ‖A‖F is its
Frobenius norm.

Proposition 1: Let Q̂(x[0 : T ]) and q̂(x[0 : T ]) be an
unbiased estimate of Q and q based on the iterates x[0 : T ]
in (3) or (5). Then, there exists a constant c > 0, such that

E{‖Q− Q̂(x[0 : T ])‖2F + ‖q − q̂(x[0 : T ])‖22} ≥
c

trace(I)
,

where I is the Fisher information matrix associated with the
probability density function γ defined as

I := E{∇ log(γ(w))∇ log(γ(w))>}.

Proof: We first present the proof for the iterates of (3).
Note that we can rewrite (3) as

[
−(x[k]> ⊗ I) −I

] [vec(Q)
q

]
+ w[k] =

x[k + 1]− x[k]
αk

.

We can define

y =


x[T ]− x[T − 1]

αk
...

x[1]− x[0]
αk

 , w =

w[T − 1]
...

w[0]

 ,

and

A =

−x[T − 1]> ⊗ I) −I
...

−(x[0]> ⊗ I) −I

 .
This implies that the adversary has access to noisy measure-
ments of Q and q of the form of

y = A

[
vec(Q)
q

]
+ w. (6)

Therefore, according to the Cramér-Rao bound, we have

E{‖Q− Q̂(x[0 : T ])‖2F + ‖q − q̂(x[0 : T ])‖22}

=E

{∥∥∥∥[vec(Q− Q̂(x[0 : T ]))
q − q̂(x[0 : T ])

]∥∥∥∥2

2

}
≥trace(E{∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))

×∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))>}−1),

where

p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q) =

T−1∏
k=0

γ

(
Ak

[
vec(Q)
q

]
− yk

)
,

where Ak and yk are, respectively, the k-th row of A and the
k-th entry of y. Note that

∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))

=∇
T−1∑
k=0

log

(
γ

(
Ak

[
vec(Q)
q

]
− yk

))

=
1

γ

(
Ak

[
vec(Q)
q

]
− yk

)Ak∇γ(w)
∣∣∣∣∣
w=Ak

vec(Q)
q

−yk
.
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Therefore,

trace(E{∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))

×∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))>}−1)

≥ (n2 + n)2trace(E{∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))

×∇ log(p(x[0 : T ]| vec(Q), q))>})−1

= (n2 + n)2trace

(
T−1∑
k=0

AkIA>k

)−1

= (n2 + n)2trace

((
T−1∑
k=0

A>k Ak

)
I

)−1

≥ (n2 + n)2λmax

(
T−1∑
k=0

A>k Ak

)−1

trace(I)−1,

where the first inequality follows from the first inequality in
the proof of Proposition 5 in [30].

Now, we present the proof for the iterates of (5). We can
rewrite (5) as

1

αk
PP

[
x[k] + αk

[
−(x[k]> ⊗ I) −I

] [vec(Q)
q

]
+ αkw[k]

]

− 1

αk
x[k] =

x[k + 1]− x[k]
αk

.

Note that in this case, the noisy measurements of Q and q
take the form of

yk = φk

(
Ak

[
vec(Q)
q

]
+ w[k]

)
,

where φk(z) := (1/αk)PP [x[k] + αkz] − (1/αk)x[k]. The
data processing inequality for the Fisher information [38]
implies that post-processing the measurements in (6) by any
function, including φk, only reduces their information content
and increase the expected estimation error of the adversary.
Therefore, the lower bound for the estimation error of the
adversary cannot be improved.

The tightness of the bound in Proposition 1 hinges on
two factors. The first factor is the tightness of the Cramér-
Rao bound. It is known that the Cramér-Rao bound is in
fact tight for the linear-Gaussian setup and asymptotically in
more general cases [39]. The other factor is tightness of the
bound relating trace(I−1) and trace(I)−1; see Proposition 5
in [30]. This bounds is tight for n = 1; however, it gets
looser with increasing n unless the Fisher information matrix
is diagonal. If we derive a lower bound for the adversary’s
performance based on trace(I−1), the bound gets tighter while
the problem of finding the optimal privacy-preserving noise
becomes non-convex and requires solving nonlinear partial
differential equations [30].

Propositions 1 illustrates that, by reducing the Fisher in-
formation, we can increase the variance of the estimation
error of the adversary when estimating the private information
encoded in Q and q. Therefore, we can select trace(I) as
a measure of privacy. Note that, instead of maximizing the
lower bounds Propositions 1 through minimizing the trace
of the Fisher information matrix, we can directly minimize
E{‖Q − Q̂(x[0 : T ])‖2F + ‖q − q̂(x[0 : T ])‖22}. However,

doing so, the problem formulation becomes a function of the
adversary’s policy Q̂(x[0 : T ]) and q̂(x[0 : T ]), which might
not be known in advance. In security and privacy, it is often
desired to have the least assumptions on the adversary [28].
Now, we can introduce a measure of quality.

Proposition 2: Assume λmin(Q) ≥ λ and αk = 1/(λk).
Then,

E
{
f(x[T ])−min

x∈C
f(x)

}
≤ 17(1 + log(T ))

λT
trace(E{ww>}).

Proof: The proof follows from the application of Theo-
rem 1 in [40].

Proposition 2 motivates the choice of trace(E{ww>}) as
a measure of utility. This is because we can improve the
performance of the noisy gradient descent algorithm in (3) and
the projected stochastic gradient descent in (5) by reducing the
variance of the additive noise trace(E{ww>}). Therefore, we
can balance between privacy and utility of privacy-preserving
optimization algorithms in (3) and (5) by solving the optimiza-
tion problem in

min
γ∈Γ

trace(I), (7a)

s.t. trace(E{ww>}) ≤ ε. (7b)

The solution of this optimization problem, capturing the
utility-privacy trade-off, is provided in the next theorem.

Theorem 1: The solution of (7a) is equal to

γ(w) =
1√

(2πε/n)n
exp

(
− n

2ε
w>w

)
.

Proof: Following [30], we know that the optimal density
function γ is Gaussian. The constraint in (7a) implies that
the covariance matrix of the additive noise E{ww>} must
be such that trace(E{ww>}) ≤ ε. Note that, for Gaussian
γ, we have trace(I) = trace(E{ww>}−1

). Hence, trace(I)
is a decreasing function of each eigenvalue of E{ww>}.
Therefore, we must have trace(E{ww>}) = ε. Therefore,
E{ww>} = (ε/n)I . This concludes the proof.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We use the Adult dataset containing nearly 49,000 records
from the 1994 Census database [41]. The dataset {(ui, zi)}Ni=1

contains features zi, such as age, education, and work, and
labels zi indicating whether an individual earns more than
$50,000. We transform all the categorical entries to reals. We
are interested in training a linear regression model of the form
z = x>[u> 1]>. The cost function for training the regression
model is

f(x) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
x>
[
ui
1

]
− zi

)2

+
1

2
x>x

=
1

2
x>

(
I +

2

N

N∑
i=1

[
ui
1

]> [
ui
1

])
x

+

(
− 2

N

N∑
i=1

[
ui
1

]>
zi

)>
x+

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

z2
i

)
.
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Fig. 1. [top] E{f(x[100])} versus ε after 100 iterations of (3) (solid) and
minx∈C f(x) (dashed). [bottom] 1/trace(I) versus ε.

Forgetting about the last (constant) term, this cost function is
in the form of (1). Therefore, we can use (3) to train the
regression model in a privacy-preserving manner. Figure 1
[top] shows E{f(x[100])} versus ε after 100 iterations of (3)
when using the privacy-preserving noise in Theorem 1 (solid)
and minx∈C f(x) (dashed). The vertical axis in Figure 1 [top]
is an indicator for the utility of the algorithm. An intended
user is interested in computing minx∈C f(x), illustrated by the
dashed horizontal line, which is achievable with high accuracy
when ε is small. Figure 1 [bottom] shows 1/trace(I) versus
ε. The vertical axis in Figure 1 [bottom] is an indicator of
privacy. We can clearly observe the privacy-utility trade-off in
this optimization problem.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we used the Cramér-Rao bound to relate the
performance of an adversary’s estimate of the parameters of
the private cost function from the iterates of noisy gradient
descent algorithm to the Fisher information of the noise. This
motivated the use of Fisher information as a measure of
privacy. We prove that the optimal privacy-preserving noise is
Gaussian. Future work can focus on more general optimization
problems.
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